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What Is a Phylogenetic
Network
A leaf-labeled, rooted, directed, acyclic
graph (rDAG)
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Why Phylogenetic
Phylogenetic Networks?
Why
Networks?
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Extensive introgression in a malaria
vector species complex revealed
by phylogenomics
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relative phylogenetic positions of An. arabiensis
and An. quadriannulatus, for simplicity, we
grouped the most frequently observed topologies
into three sets (Fig. 2 and fig. S16), (i) A+CG:
those that supported An. arabiensis clustering
with An. coluzzii + An. gambiae; (ii) A+CG, R+Q:
those that supported both An. arabiensis (An.
coluzzii + An. gambiae) and An. merus + An.
quadriannulatus; and (iii) A+Q: those that supported the clustering of An. arabiensis and An.
quadriannulatus. On the X chromosome, all three
of the most frequently observed topologies (inferred from 64% of windows) strongly supported the
relationship [melas (arabiensis, quadriannulatus)],
which indicated a sister-taxon relationship between
An. arabiensis and An. quadriannulatus (i.e., A+Q)
(orange shades in Fig. 2). This relationship was
shared among all field-collected samples (Fig. 1D).
Notably, the X chromosomal windows supporting
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Statistical
Inference
of
Statistical Inference of
Phylogenetic
Networks
Phylogenetic Networks
Input: Sequence alignments for m loci

S = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm }

Output: Phylogenetic network and
inheritance probabilities

Assuming independent loci:
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es networks without enumerating all coalescent histories [111]. However, as stated above,
his improved method, likelihood calculations for species trees scale very well, whereas that
se for phylogenetic networks. Fig. 2A shows what happens to the size of set H when the net
pecies tree with a single reticulation added to it. For certain networks, going from a tree
ork with a single reticulation increased the size of H by ten million fold. The efficient algor
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Question:
Can we first infer a tree, and
then augment it to a
network?
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• If the answer is YES, there are two huge
benefits:

1. Efficient species tree methods that scale
to very large data sets (e.g., ASTRAL)
can be used to obtain the initial tree, and
2. The search space is reduced
tremendously to focus only on
augmentations of the tree into a network
(as opposed to searching the entire
network space)

Infer a Species Tree in the
Presence of Hybridization?
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Answering the Question:
Two
Steps
!
Step 1: build a start tree
Independent loci

Concatenation

Method
IQTREE,
ASTRAL
…

Start tree

Step 2: augment the start tree into a network
Stepwise

LocalSearch

Phylogenetic network
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Criterion
MDC, MPL
…
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Criterion
MDC, MPL
…

Step 2: Augment a Tree to a
Network: (almost) Brute-force
Does the approach work?

k=0

k=1
…
Best score

k=2

…
Best score
…
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Step 2: Augment a Tree to a
Network: LocalSearch

head

tail

replace

remove

flip

add

parameter

Can the augmentation be
done efficiently?
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Performance:
Simulated Data
•

The question is: By augmenting a tree to a network,
can we maintain the same or better accuracy while
speeding up the inference?

•

24 17-taxon networks with different complexity. For each
of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 reticulations, 4 networks were
selected.

•

Categorized: 8 easy (E), 8 middle (M), 8 hard (H).
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Accuracy of the Start
Tree
•

Accuracy of species tree inference:

•
•

IQTREE(concatenation): 50%
ASTRAL(IQTREE gene trees): 87.5%

Accuracy of the Inferred
Networks
Max # reticulations = true

Blue:
topologically
identical
Yellow: share
backbone
networks
Gray: others
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Accuracy of the Inferred
Networks
Max # reticulations = 5

Blue:
topologically
identical
Yellow: share
backbone
networks
Gray: others
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Accuracy of the Inferred
Networks
100 gene trees

Blue:
topologically
identical
Yellow: share
backbone
networks
Gray: others

1000 gene trees
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Accuracy of the Inferred
Networks
Tree-based

Blue:
topologically
identical
Yellow: share
backbone
networks
Gray: others
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Accuracy of the Inferred
Networks
Direct network search
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Yellow: share
backbone
networks
Gray: others
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Accuracy of the Inferred
Networks
Tree-based
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Direct network search

Accuracy of the Inferred
Networks
Tree-based

Blue:
topologically
identical
Yellow: share
backbone
networks
Gray: others
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Direct network search

Running Time
•

•

Tree-based inference:

•

MPL: 7.0 CPU-hours

•

MDC: 16.4 CPU-hours

•

MPL’: 17.0 CPU-hours

•

MDC’: 26.4 CPU-hours

Direct network inference:

•

MPLo: 13.16 CPU-hours

•

D&C: 1636.8 CPU-hours for 680 subnetworks
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Tree-Based + D&C:
Can the running time of D&C be improved by utilizing tree-based
inference of the trinets? Yes!

Blue:
topologically
identical
Orange: inside
Gray: others
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Tree-Based + D&C:
Can the running time of D&C be improved by utilizing tree-based
inference of the trinets? Yes!
Tree based vs. MCMC_SEQ
Running time: 1636.8 to 1.4 CPU hours
Accuracy loss: 7% correct, 1% inside

Blue:
topologically
identical
Orange: inside
Gray: others
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Code Availability
•

The algorithms are implemented in the publicly available,
open-source software package PhyloNet

•
•
•

http://bioinfocs.rice.edu/phylonet
InferNetwork_MPL -fs
InferNetwork_MP -fs
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Summary
•

Can we first infer a species tree, and then
augment it to a network?
• Accuracy: not as good
• Running time: much faster

•

Future direction:
• Divide and conquer: Tree-based for
topology; MCMC_SEQ for divergence time,
inheritance probabilities
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